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Our work with the Argus Prime (Schoelles & Gray, 2001) simulated task environment has uncovered a
variety of strategies that subjects use, at least sometimes, during target acquisition. However, it is difficult
to determine how well subjects implement these strategies and, if implemented,   how much these
strategies contribute to overall performance. Recently, we have adopted Byrne and Kirlik’s (2002)
cognitive-ecological approach to determine what strategies work best in different task environments. In
the work reported here, we took one computational cognitive model and, holding all else constant,
swapped in and out alternative strategies for target acquisition. We then ran each of these simulated
human users ten times through each of four interface conditions.

In complex task environments it can be difficult to
determine a set of strategies that will optimize
performance. For example, in a recent study of errors
that commercial airline pilots make when taxiing (i.e.,
the period between landing the plane and getting it to the
right gate), Byrne and Kirlik (2002) discovered that the
strategies reported by their experts worked differentially
well at different US airports. Hence, getting lost while
trying to find your gate can be attributed, in part, to the
application of a strategy that works well at most airports,
just not the airport in which you are currently located.

Byrne and Kirlik advocate the unification of cognitive
and ecological approaches to yield cognitive models that
are informed by environmental analysis. In this paper,
we apply the cognitive-ecological approach to evaluate
the effectiveness of alternative strategies interacting with
slightly different interfaces.

Our task is the Argus Prime simulated task
environment (Gray, 2002; Schoelles & Gray, 2001,
2002). Argus Prime is a complex, radar-like monitoring
task, requiring the integration of cognition, perception,
and action. The strategies we evaluate affect the target
acquisition phase of the Argus Prime task. In our
analysis of human data, we have uncovered a score of
strategies that subjects appear, at least sometimes, to use
for target acquisition. However, due to the complexity of
the task and the limits on what data can be collected, it is
unclear to us how these different target acquisition
strategies interact with various interface conditions to
influence overall task performance.

To implement the cognitive-ecological approach we
took one computational cognitive model and, holding all
else constant, swapped in and out alternative strategies
for target acquisition. We then ran each of these
simulated human users (SHUs) ten times through each of
four interface conditions.

Figure 1: One version of the interface to Argus Prime. The left
half shows the radar screen and status bar (top). Ownship is
indicated by the small +  at the bottom. Across the top is
summative feedback for the classification and tracking tasks,
as well as the time remaining in the scenario (in seconds). The
top right half shows the target s attributes and the radio buttons
used for entering the estimated threat value of the target on a
1-7 scale. The black dot in radio button #3 indicates the threat
value assigned this target by the subject.

In the next section, we provide a brief overview of the
Argus Prime task, target acquisition strategies, and the
four interface conditions that we analyze in this report.
We then provide a non-technical introduction to the
ACT-R (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) models that
implement these strategies. In the Results & Discussion
section we provide the performance results for the
models. In the final section we summarize our results
and discuss insights obtained from our adoption of the
cognitive-ecological approach.

Argus Prime

Argus (Schoelles & Gray, 2001) is a simulated task
environment that supports the investigation of cognitive
workload in a family of dynamic, time-critical tasks. At
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its core, Argus requires participants to classify the threat
value of multiple targets in a radar-like monitoring task.

Argus presents participants with multiple air-based
targets on a radar display (see Figure 1). The threat value
of each target must be determined before the target
enters a new sector. In the scenarios used to date, over
the course of a 12 to 15-min scenario an individual using
Argus Prime may classify 70-85 targets.

Target Acquisition Strategies

As shown in Figure 2, the processing of a target can be
decomposed into three unit tasks (Card, Moran, &
Newell, 1983); Target Acquisition, Target Classification,
and Feedback Check.

Target acquisition

Target classification

Feedback check

Figure 2: Unit task structure of selecting a target for Argus
Prime.

For this report, we focus on Target Acquisition
strategies; that is, how people decide what target to
process next. The process of selecting targets is
punctuated by 10-30 sec of intensive mental calculations
for the Target Classification unit task. We believe that
this task structure complicates the adoption and
application of a consistent Target Acquisition strategy.

For maximum performance, each target needs to be
correctly classified before it leaves one sector and enters
a new sector. A Border strategy would always select the
target that was closest to the border. In contrast, for the
Scan strategy people pick one of the four radar sectors
and methodically process targets from right-to-left (or
vice versa). This strategy requires subjects to keep track
of their current sector and, minimally, something about
the spatial location of the last target checked. Finally, a
Random strategy would always pick its target at random
from the 18 on the screen.

Interface Conditions

The current study varies two factors to produce four
interface conditions. Dot versus noDot varies whether
subject have access to a visual reminder that a target is
already classified. Clicking on a target causes an
information window to appear to the right of the radar
display (see Figure 1). This information window
contains the attribute values that subjects have been

taught to use in calculating the threat value of a target.
After making their calculations subjects click on a radio
button to enter their judgment on a 7-point scale. In the
dot condition, if a subject selects a target that is already
classified, the information window will show the target’s
current threat value by highlighting the appropriate radio
button (the dot shown in Figure 1). In the noDot
condition there is nothing in the information window to
differentiate an already classified target from an
unclassified target.

The second factor is feedback. In the feedback
condition (fdbk) after a threat value has been entered,
feedback as to whether the value is correct or incorrect
appears in a feedback window. In the no-feedback
condition (noFdbk), no feedback is provided.

ACT-R Models

We have developed a series of ACT-R (Anderson &
Lebiere, 1998) models that interact with the Argus Prime
software to do about as well as people do (Schoelles &
Gray, 2002). Currently there are 24 SHUs (simulated
human users) that, in aggregate, mimic human
performance by implementing the full range of strategies
that we have discovered people using.

For this report, we have taken one SHU and
specialized its Target Acquisition strategy to be a pure
form of the Border, Scan, or Random strategies
discussed earlier. For each strategy we have also varied
whether the model has a memory or no memory for a
target’s classification status.

In the noDot interface condition, after the with-
memory (mem) SHU acquires a target, it attempts to
retrieve a memory as to whether that target has already
been classified. We use the default ACT-R memory
mechanism for this aspect of the model (arguably the
most cogent single discussion of the ACT-R theory of
memory is provided by Lovett, Reder, & Lebiere, 1999).
Very simply, when a target is selected the model
rehearses the fact that it has just selected target X. This
rehearsal resumes when the target has been classified
and the combined rehearsal brings the strength of this
declarative memory up to a certain level. As soon as
rehearsal stops the strength of this episodic memory
begins to decay. With all else equal, the longer ago a
target has been classified, the greater the decay, and the
less likely the model is to retrieve an episodic trace of
the classification event. The no-memory (noMem) SHU
does not attempt to retrieve a memory trace; hence, in
the noDot condition the SHU will classify every target it
selects whether or not the target is already classified.
Clearly, re-classifying an already classified target wastes
time and we would expect such no-memory SHUs to
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perform poorer than with-memory SHUs.
For the Dot condition, the mem versus noMem SHUs

produce the same behavior. In both cases, the SHU
acquires a target by the Border, Scan, or Random
strategy. Once a target is clicked, its information
window clearly indicates whether it has been already
classified. Although in the Dot condition minor
differences between mem and noMem SHUs might
exist, for this report we collapse across the mem and
noMem conditions for the DOT condition.

Feedback versus no-Feedback. When feedback was
provided, each SHU would attend to the feedback with
the same probability and if the feedback indicated an
incorrect classification, each SHU had the same
probability of deciding to reclassify the incorrect target.
Time spent checking feedback, of course, represents
time that could not be used in other activities.

METHODOLOGY

Two SHUs were built for each of three target

acquisition strategies; Border, Scan, and Random. For
each strategy, the mem SHUs encoded the fact that a
target was classified and later attempted to retrieve this
fact to avoid reclassifying an already classified target.
The noMem SHU had no knowledge of what targets had
or had not been classified.

Each of the six SHUs (memory by target acquisition
strategy) was run 10 times on each of the four interface
combinations (dot versus noDot by feedback versus
noFeedback). Variability between runs resulted from

noise in the activation of declarative memory elements
as well as from noise in the selection of production rules.
(Noise in these mechanisms is a feature of ACT-R.
Further explanations of these mechanisms are beyond
the scope of the current paper.) Likewise, some
variability can be attributed to the fact that, within an
interface condition, each SHU received a different
combination of scenarios.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

We have derived many measures of performance for
Argus. For this report we have taken the simplest;
namely the percentage of targets correctly classified at
the end of each 12-min scenario.

There is little consensus on how to evaluate
performance differences between models. The analyses
we performed are presented more in the spirit of
exploratory data analysis than as hypothesis testing.

The Analyses of Variance

Each of the six SHUs was run 10 times on each of the
four interface conditions (dot-fdbk, dot-noFdbk, noDot-
fdbk, and noDot-noFdbk). For the two dot conditions
(dot-fdbk and dot-noFdbk) results for the mem and
noMem SHUs were collapsed across strategy conditions,
yielding 20 SHUs, or 20 runs, for each interface.

Figure 3 lays out the data in six groups with three
strategy conditions per group. For each of the six groups,
we conducted a one-way ANOVA on each of the three
Target Acquisition strategies. Rather than presenting
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Figure 3: Percent correct during a 12-min scenario for ACT-R Model subjects using either a Random, Border, or
Scan Strategy for Target Acquisition. Statistical significant difference (SSD) bars were calculated based on single-
factor anova for each of the six conditions. For each set of three comparisons, if two bars do not overlap then the
two groups are significantly different with p < .0001.
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detailed ANOVAs for each of these six one-way
ANOVAs, in Figure 3 we provide statistical significance
bars (SSB). For each ANOVA, the SSBs indicate the
critical difference required for two conditions to be
significantly different at p < .0001. Simply put, within
any one ANOVA, if the SSBs on two conditions do
NOT overlap, then the conditions differ at the p < .0001
level of significance.

We also conducted two higher order ANOVAs. One
ANOVA on the dot groups (feedback versus strategy)
and the other ANOVA on the noDot groups (memory
versus feedback versus strategy).

Overall ANOVA: Dot Conditions

The ANOVA for the Dot conditions shows a
significant effect of Strategy [F  (2, 57) = 300.4, p <
.0001] no main effect of Feedback, but a significant
Feedback by Strategy interaction [F (2, 57) = 7.95, p =
.0009]. As is shown in Figure 3, for dot-fdbk the
difference between the random versus Scan strategy was
not significant, whereas it was significant for the dot-
noFdbk case.

Although the Scan strategy had no memory for
whether it had classified a target, it retained a spatial
memory for the sector and approximate location of the
last target selected. Hence, scan was a systematic
strategy that ensured that most targets in the display
would be attended to. As the majority of classifications
were correct, the time spent attending to feedback
slowed down the Scan strategy. For the Scan strategy,
the advantage to be had from immediately reclassifying
misclassified targets did not compensate for the time
wasted checking the feedback for correctly classified
targets.

Overall ANOVA: noDot Conditions

The noDot conditions showed main effects of Strategy
[F  (2, 54) = 186.3, p < .0001], Memory [F  (1, 54) =
6.62, p = .01], but not of Feedback. It yielded significant
interactions for Strategy by Memory [F (2, 54) = 6.43), p
= .003], Feedback by Strategy [F (2, 54) = 13.19, p <
.0001], and Feedback by Memory [F (1, 54) = 11.01, p =
.002]. The 3-way interaction of Feedback by Strategy by
Memory was not significant.

Without the visual check provided by the dot, in the
noDot condition having a memory for whether a target
was classified increased performance for the border and
Random strategy, but not for the Scan strategy.

Like the dot conditions, feedback seems to have
increased performance somewhat for the Random
condition, but to have decreased performance slightly for
the Border and Scan conditions.

Discussion

In each of the six comparisons (see Figure 3), the Scan
strategy was significantly different from the Border
strategy. However, Scan beat the Random strategy only
for the dot-noFdbk and the noDot-noFdbk-noMem
conditions.

The Random strategy beats the Border strategy in five
of the comparisons, failing only in the noDot-noFdbk-
mem comparison.

Although the Border strategy prioritizes targets based
on those most in danger of crossing the border
unclassified, it requires many shifts in visual attention
and many mental comparisons of distance before it
chooses a target. This extended process of target
acquisition consumes time and, ironically, permits more
targets to cross the border unclassified than do the
Random or Scan strategies.

Looking at just the noDot conditions it is clear that the
with-memory models do better than the no-memory
ones. It also appears that the effect of memory is greater
for the Border strategy than for the Random one. The
locus of this effect is subtle. Time to classify a selected
target was held constant in this study. However, the time
to select and classify an already classified target using
the Border strategy may be long enough to permit the
second closest target to slip over the border unclassified.
Hence, due to the nature of the strategy and the time
spent to execute it, the Border strategy benefits more
from memory than does the Random strategy.

The interaction of the Feedback condition with
Strategy appears to be constant across the Dot-noDot
conditions. For both, feedback depresses performance
slightly for Border and Scan but increases performance
for Random. Apparently time spent checking feedback is
time well-spent for the Random strategy, but time that
could be better spent in both the Border and Scan
strategies.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

How do our findings relate to our stated theme of
using computational cognitive models to determine a set
of ecologically optimal strategies for the Argus task?
First, we were honestly surprised by how poorly the pure
Border strategy did. The Border strategy was one of our
personal favorites and one that we believed that our
humans were simply not implementing correctly or
consistently. The data are now in. The Border strategy is
simply not an ecologically optimal model for the Argus
Prime task.

Second, we were probably more surprised to see how
well the Random strategy did. We initially included the
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Random strategy thinking that it would provide a
baseline of performance and reveal how bad our human
subjects would be if they did not adopt a systematic
Target Acquisition strategy but simply selected targets at
random. However, because we intended the Random
strategy as a baseline, we did not put as much thought as
we should have into its cognitive plausibility. The heart
of the Random strategy is a piece of software code that
picks one target at random from among all the targets
currently on the screen. We are reasonably sure that
(most of) our human subjects do not have such software.
We also know from teaching undergraduate statistics
that most humans have a non-random view of
randomness. For example, truly randomly generated
sequences of numbers tend to be “lumpy” (Abelson,
1995) whereas human generated ones tend to be more
regular. Hence, despite its high level of ecological
optimality across interface conditions, we believe that a
true Random strategy is one that humans are incapable
of implementing.

Third, the relatively unsophisticated but systematic
Scan strategy did the better than the Border strategy in
all interface conditions, and was significantly better than
the Random strategy in two of them.

Fourth, the models highlight the demand that different
interface designs place on cognitive resources. Memory
for targets is not required for the dot condition.
However, memory is vital for the noDot condition.

Fifth, depending on the target acquisition strategy, a
strategy of attending to feedback may be a waste of time.
For the two systematic strategies, Border and Scan,
attending to feedback took time away from doing
something more effective.

In conclusion, we are pleased with the insights
generated by combining the cognitive with the
ecological perspective. Implementing strategies within
an architecture of cognition and determining their
effectiveness in a variety of task environments holds
promise to quickly winnow the set of many possible
strategies into the set of a few useful ones. In doing so,

the cognitive architecture will highlight the cognitive
demands of the strategies or, as in the example of our
Random strategy, their extra-cognitive requirements.
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